Cheetah™ - Healthcare

Quick Start Card

Practice Area Dashboard

- **REFINE SEARCH SCOPE**
  Select filters prior to your search.

- **CUSTOMIZE**
  Select which items you want to see, within each group, on your dashboard.

- **HISTORY**
  Access documents and searches from prior research.

- **WORKLISTS**
  Organize your research findings in folders.

- **SEARCH TIPS**
  Use operators, connectors and wildcards in searches.

- **PRACTICE TOOLS**
  Compare topics across jurisdictions, perform calculations, navigate to topics, etc.

- **NEWS HEADLINES**
  Receive breaking news alerts plus a daily report of court decisions and legislative and regulatory developments.

Access additional training resources via [https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah](https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah)
Cheetah™ - Healthcare

Document View

**DOCUMENT PANEL**
Click each icon for additional options.

**CONTENTS**
Browse through contents in publication order.

**INFORMATION**
Source, Citations, Version, Jurisdiction.

**FOOTNOTES**
Quickly access all document footnotes without scrolling.

**CONTENTS**
See the previous or next document in the table of contents.

**RESULTS**
Move to the previous or next document in the search results list.

**VIEW IN NEW WINDOW**
Expand document to full screen in a new browser window.

**RELATED ITEMS**
Access selected content related to the current document.

---

Access additional training resources via [https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah](https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah)